Memorandum

This talk was made to the N.C. Bar Assn about the same time that you were addressing the Bar Assn in Charlotte. Hence, denouncing his remarks re integration, the fact will always remain that it was he who called out troops to enforce integration in Greensboro (Clinton) and he will never be able to close that down.
RACE CRISIS TOLD TO LOOK

At Chicago, Detroit

ROCK, N. C., June 30—Frank Clement, Tennessee Governor, said the Friday night acrass what he called the "pro-

Racism and right wing militancy are growing in Tennessee or anywhere, said the Governor.

The Tennessee Governor, who is a

the governor for the United States, had to maintain order

and calm the situation with the Tennessee National Guard as well.

He warned that the situation could get out of hand if not controlled immediately.

Clement expressed his concern over the recent racial incidents and called for unity and peace.

The Governor emphasized the importance of law and order and called on all citizens to support the authorities in maintaining peace.

Clement also addressed the issue of national guard involvement, stating that it was a last resort measure.

He concluded by saying that the state would do everything necessary to prevent further incidents and ensure the safety of all citizens.

The text appears to be a newspaper article dated June 30, 1967. The article discusses the racial crisis in Tennessee and the involvement of the Tennessee National Guard.